PROMOTERS: WHO’S
YOUR COMPETITION
(And What Are You Doing About It)?
By Louise Ann Noeth

THOSE INVOLVED

in today’s
race promotion business are acutely aware that
any number of factors can keep fans from
filling the grandstands.
Or at least they should be.
Whether the competition is external—
entertainment outlets ranging from other
live sporting events to computers, mobile
devices and video games—or self-created, one thing is for certain: Racing
in the 21st century faces stiff competition that must be acknowledged and
addressed—on a daily basis—for race
tracks to not just survive, but thrive.
“Bottom line…for auto racing to return
to prosperity, vast changes need to be
made, particularly in the entertainment
value of the racing itself,” said Howard
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Augustine “Humpy” Wheeler Jr., legendary race promoter and former president and general manager of Charlotte
Motor Speedway.
“Auto racing is at a [critical] point
today because of a number of reasons,”
he continued. “Most in charge don’t put
entertainment first. That means the event
must be exciting and dramatic, with lots
of passing for the lead. This is what we
are missing in NASCAR and most asphalt
short track races—passing for the lead.
We have lost this because of the insidious
‘aero push,’ which enables the leader, as
soon as he grabs clean air, to be gone.”
Wheeler added that competition is
further compromised by the increasing
cost of “sophistication” and rocketing part
prices, where a previously $80 item like

shock absorbers now can run upwards
of $5000—with springs closely behind—
taking the once $40,000 NASCAR Cup
car of 20 years ago to a $150,000 commitment today.
Darin Short, who works with LoneStar
and Red River speedways in Texas,
believes there is no single, clear-cut solution. Instead, he said, the answer lies in
considering the various needs and wants
of those who fill the seats in order to reap
repeat business. “Keep the show moving
along, and make sure the featured division’s big race of the night is on the track
by no later than 10:30 p.m., as kids ‘spin
out’ at about that time. If the parents
don’t get to see the division they paid for,
they’re less likely to return,” Short noted.
“The same principle applies to traveling
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Successful race track operators accept the fact
that ‘business as usual’ no longer applies to the
front gate. Here, they discuss today’s competitive
environment, and what can—and should—be done to
fortify and build their ranks of satisfied spectators.
fans,” he continued. “If they can get to
see their featured division and be back
on the road at a decent time, they’ll be
more likely to return the next time you
have a special event.”
Some tracks have found success by
inverting the final events—putting the
main feature first followed by lesser races.
This method also helps to reduce exiting
traffic flows, Short added.
Steve Puvalowski, who operates Tri-City
Motor Speedway in Auburn, Michigan,
is a self-proclaimed “new kid” in race
promotion with just five years under
his belt. But he’s made the most of
his time in the business, having twice
been named Michigan Auto Racing Fan
Club’s Promoter of the Year (in 2011 and
2014), among other professional honors.
Puvalowski offered yet another perspective: “Promoters are a big threat to the
racing industry. We are our own worst
enemy when we don’t do things that
help the racing industry as a whole,” he
explained. “There are a limited amount
of race fans that all tracks are competing
for. My mission is to convert entertainment
seekers from our target market into race
fans that keep coming back for more.”
He continued, “In our target market, the
wife generally controls the checkbook and
where the family will go for entertainment.
If she does not feel the facility is clean and
safe from an outside view looking in, she
will not bring her family there.”
Know The Competition
Track operators must be aware that
On-track action typically draws fans to race
events, but with each generation comes more
entertainment options competing for their attention, and attendance. Track operators must
therefore identify creative approaches to pulling
crowds away from a growing list of rival activities that include other sporting events, concerts,
festivals, and television broadcasts of races.
Pyrotechnics are one popular attraction at race
tracks, with one promoter stating, “Fireworks,
once only at baseball games, are now everywhere in motorsports, and not just on July 4th.”
February 2016
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competition comes from a variety of
sources, including minor and big league
sporting events, concerts, rodeos, festivals, camping trips, school and church
group activities, waterparks, computers
and multichannel TV subscriptions, to
name a few.
From Bob Sargent’s perspective, it is
not other race tracks he worries about,
but anything that vies for disposable
income. “Competition is any other thing
that a possible fan/customer could be
doing instead of coming to the track,”
said the owner of Track Enterprises in
Macon, Illinois, which promotes dirt
racing facilities and events across the
Midwest. “We may be a bastion of racing,
yet we’re cognizant of other events and
venues, and of the constant ability for the
customer to stay at home and watch a
race on television, as well as the younger
generation simply playing video games.
Many new competitors vie for our customers’ time and disposable income. Even
the economy affects our attendance.”
According to Larry Boos, competition
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comes in varying forms, and typically
shifts according to venue location. “Eldora
Speedway is in rural America (Rossburg,
Ohio),” he noted. “We compete against
farming, where the harvest and the county

Boos also offered a keen observation about enclosed trailers: “Today the
cars are like concealed weapons. Not
the Ringling Brothers, Barnum & Bailey
Show where people once could see the

“A memorable experience is key to
getting new fans to come back.”
fair must be understood and considered when planning our events. When
we tried to compete against the fair—
the largest of its kind in the state—the
checkbook taught us quickly what we
were up against.”
In fact, Boos added, the 100-acre
speedway even conducts the occasional
parking lot license plate survey to determine in which counties fans live. Armed
with the results, Eldora’s staff strengthens any weakness found in marketing,
ads and promotions.

type of excitement rolling into town. This
may be sport to the racer, but it is entertainment to the spectator, and we must
have a dual marketing campaign with
each event.
“If we are losing out,” he continued,
“it is to the lack of interest by our youth,
who have turned their attention to smartphones, video games and computers.”
Sargent further cited weather patterns
over the past five years—rain and cooler
spring temperatures—as contributing to
depressed ticket sales in some venues,
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“There are a limited amount of race fans that
all tracks are competing for. My mission is to
convert entertainment seekers from our target
market into race fans that keep coming back for
more,” reported Steve Puvalowski of Tri-City Motor
Speedway in Auburn, Michigan. In addition to gathering fans, Tri-City helps teach children about the
value of volunteerism through its Racing Rascals
program. Kids that have volunteered in their community can turn in a volunteer slip on race night
each week for a chance to spin an eight-foot tall
prize wheel, whose rewards include merchandise
or vouchers to local businesses.

but also cited the younger generation.
“They don’t work on cars anymore; they
grow up on a keyboard, not under the
hood. Race cars are too expensive, and
there are fewer who can afford them.
That means fewer cars on the starting
grid, which correlates into fewer friends
and families in the stands. It also means
less impact in the community; the buzz
is down, and the chain of generational
racers is pretty much broken.”
Timothy Frost of the National Speedway
Directory in Wilmette, Illinois, believes the
top competing factors for short track fans
are time and cost. “Finding time to attend
a race is a big choice for fans,” he said.
“Affordability is another factor. Bringing a
family to a race includes the price of multiple admissions as well as concession
purchases, which can add up quickly.”
Winning Principles
With an eye toward reversing downward trends, Track Enterprises’ Sargent
February 2016

While promoters frequently emphasize bringing spectators to events, it’s equally important
to focus on what happens at the track itself.
Fans—especially young ones—often seek to
forge a connection with competitors, and meetand-greets with drivers are one way they can get
up close and personal with the teams and their
cars. This, in turn, helps transform racers into
homegrown stars. Pictured above is a recent Fan
Fest at LoneStar Speedway in Kilgore, Texas.

pays close attention to the fan experience. For example, his tracks encourage
families to attend by offering free admission for those ages 11 and under. “We
are always trying to think of new ways
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to entertain the fans that include the ontrack racing and entertainment activities,” Sargent said. “We approach local
businesses with packages to give their
employees a night at the track with deep
discounted admissions, food vouchers,
giveaways—even the option of allowing an employee to wave the green flag.
“For the younger set, we use social
media contests and interactive trivia to
engage and offer free admissions for
winners,” he added.
Going one step further, Wheeler told
us that if he were running a race track
today, he would concentrate all his efforts
on 12-year-old boys and forget about the
rest of the world. “The girl will go with the
boy,” Wheeler quickly added. “But 12 is
the end of the 100 percent fun years,
where puberty has not set in. Those kids
want thrill-a-minute stuff, with plenty of
felonious people involved—lots of good
guys versus bad guys. Dale Earnhardt
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and Junior Johnson were 50 percent
villain, 50 percent hero.”
Wheeler added that certain overriding
principles, if followed, will most often lead
to promotional success. His half-dozen
edicts for what fans desire are as follows:
1) Contact with drivers: Autograph sessions, and opportunities to meet, greet
and be photographed together.
2) Drivers should be big people—both
physically and promotionally.
3) Cars should be large—easier to see on
the track and simply impressive in person.
4) Drama: An exciting storyline that completes each race, or carries over episodically throughout the racing season.
5) Huge personalities: Drivers must
come across bigger than life—men and
women—to be inspirational on a variety
of levels.
6) Easy-to-understand competition details.
When spectators are confused, they
become irritated and may disengage.
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“In reflection, every time I went against
[these precepts], I failed,” he confessed.
“If those elementary aspects are not
there, you will experience abject failure.”
At Eldora, where failure is a decidedly
foreign concept, Boos noted the track

packed with special events. We work
with multiple sanctioning bodies booking
various forms and levels of racing competition to offer an original format each
week that requires a specific promotional factor.”

“Promote kid-friendly components and you’re
certain to see an influx in family attendance.”
enjoys an 80 percent ticket renewal for its
heritage events. The oldest race is now in
its 46th year, and the track also has 35and 33-year-old events. Its grandstands
seat 20,000 people, and even half-full
means 10,000 spectators on the grounds.
That creates a buzz any day.
“Predominantly, our success is our
history, in our heritage events,” explained
Boos. “Even our new events bring 50
percent capacity. The show is not the
same every weekend. Our schedule is

“A memorable experience is key to
getting new fans to come back,” confirmed Frost. “Promotions and hospitality packages will bring larger groups to
the track and expose them to a new form
of entertainment.
“Successful promoters,” he added,
“have used trailer races, concerts, bus
races, demo derbies, and may include
choices for fans beyond the competition
on the track,” including enhanced WiFi,
better lighting and concessions, earlier

Race facilities today should be kid-friendly and
parent-approved. In addition, families may also
be more budget-conscious than in years past,
paying close attention to the cost of admission as
well as concessions. In addition, fans expect to
be entertained between races; a bounce house is
one easy and practical attraction to help kids burn
energy during down time.

show endings, lower ticket prices, clean
restrooms, and more.
Social Networking
A progressive thinker, Short is convinced that lasting positive effects can be
February
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achieved by taking full advantage of the
benefits of online social networking sites
and racing forums, as well as building up
an email blast list. “The Internet is free,”
he said. “It does take time to perform
these tasks, and your base of fans and
race teams will expect timely and complete event information. [For example],
make sure that each communication
contains a ‘Don’t miss…’ call-to-action
pumping up your next event.
“I do a Facebook post at each event
that includes photos, walk-up, people
already there and the activities,” he continued. “Starting with 3100 ‘Likes’ two
years ago, my posts are now up to 9000.
“We share a steady stream of track
prep operations, repairs or additions,
including pictures. Each post activates
Likes, Shares and Reads. Consistent,
constant communication with the teams
and fans is the best safeguard against
track bashing, which has become a very

real issue for many tracks,” he added.
In fact, Short insists that curbing the
online tendency of fans and racers to vent
or become belligerent toward tracks is
crucial. “Their actions can have far-reaching negative effects. And 90 percent of
the time, it’s all caused by a lack of knowledge and understanding. So, the more
you can help educate your fans/teams,
the lower the frequency of these volatile
situations. Those tracks that don’t do this,
their car counts and ticket sales reflect
accordingly,” he explained.
Short has also found the most effective
and efficient way to pull new fans in is to
utilize targeted Facebook posts. “You pick
the demographics of the type of potential
that new fan has indicated they possess,
then pick a budget, a geographic region
to have your new event boosted in, and
you’re all set,” he offered.
Tradition-rich Eldora also relies on,
and participates in, social media for a
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segment of its outreach efforts. “We have dise or vouchers to local businesses.
to—we are an info-based society,” said Older kids vie for a $500 scholarship
Boos. “You have to know your weak- by writing an essay about a volunteer
nesses and make them your strengths.” project they completed, and how it has
affected their view of giving back to
The Younger Sect
How else can promoters entice fans to the community.
Short sees kids as an integral part
choose their events over other endeavors? Puvalowski, like Wheeler, cites the of the longevity of motorsports, too,
youth factor. “They can either grow up noting that racing has a leg up on some
to be future racers, or become the one competing non-kid friendly entertaintaking their family to the races when they ment options such as concerts, casinos
are adults. We host nights catered to kids and nightclubs.
“Kids, a lot of times, are the steering
with autograph sessions along with giveaways—little things to make the night mechanism for family activities,” he said.
“Promote
kid-friendly components and
memorable,” he said.
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Promoters understand that contact with drivers is
important to build familiarity among race attendees. One added that racers should possess “huge
personalities, coming across bigger than life to
be inspirational on a variety of levels.”

Lane—are all easy and cost-effective
solutions to build your family numbers.”
Paving New Roads
In 1975, when Wheeler took the helm
at Charlotte Motor Speedway, 12 percent
of ticket buyers were female—but when
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he left in 2009, that number had spiked
to 45 percent. “We cleaned things up,
hired nice people, worked with drivers,
stopped the fights, got rid of the drunks,”
he recalled, adding that a venue must be
secure without feeling like a penitentiary.
“The next big promoter might be a
female,” Wheeler continued, “She is 30
and full of vim and vigor. She doesn’t
know it yet, but she will help sweep out
the old ways; the 500- to 600-mile races
will be gone. The entertainment industry
is taking over racing along with every
other sport—the driving money comes
from television.”
Track Enterprises’ Sargent is painfully
aware that faces in the stands are not
like those of past eras, and he’s trying all
manner of approaches to learn what the
new generation wants: “Fireworks, once
only at baseball games, are now everywhere in motorsports, and not just on July
4th. We have tried lasers and light shows,
February 2016

chili cook-offs, candy drops, mascots.
We have to do everything perfect now:
the food, the staff, the show. If we don’t
deliver, they don’t come back.”
Aiding Puvalowski’s efforts is his wife
Erika, whom he describes as “a marketing
rock star and a casual race fan.” Erika,
he told us, is helping to actively convert
entertainment seekers into casual race
fans, who in turn are spreading the word
about Tri-City.
A revelation in her transfiguring
methods came from the track’s Faster
Pastor race, where upwards of six local
pastors who have never driven a race
car are conscripted, taught to drive, and
tasked with picking a charity to receive
their winnings. The first year raised a
bit over $7600, but 2015’s event sent
$14,862.42 to a local aid organization.
Cornfield-surrounded Eldora Speedway
monitors its pre-pay statistics to bump up
efforts in weak areas, such as profiling
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a driver from the anemic region. If car
counts are lower then payouts may be
adjusted, or events will be reformatted to
appeal to lower budget teams. “[But] we
never discount a ticket,” Boos said, flatly.
“It may treat one group, but it can easily
slap another unwittingly. A bigger battle
for the entertainment dollar is coming.
You have got to be people smart, entertainment smart and business smart. We
are trying to make a business out of the
racers’ hobby.”
In summarizing his own promotional
worldview, Short told us, “Our culture
has changed. People are working more,
working longer, and have a very targeted, limited amount of personal time.
When they choose to spend it at your
venue, you cannot waste their time or
you will hear about it. If you’re not on
board with the culture change that has
swept the country, you’re already a
lap down.”
z
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